Dr. Miles Jones has earned three degrees in languages and linguistics, culminating in a doctorate from
The University of Texas at Austin in 1985. He is the
author of The Writing of God, in which he translated
ancient Hebrew inscriptions from Mount Sinai in Midian, in Arabia. Their story speaks of events straight
from the pages of Exodus. These inscriptions provided
physical proof of the location of the real Mount Sinai,
and that the “writing of God” (Ex 32:16) was the original alphabet of letters!
Dr. Jones has uncovered the earliest Hebrew
manuscript of the Gospels - and authenticated their first
century origin! Translation of The Hebrew Gospels reveals a new depth of knowledge of our Hebrew Messiah, Yeshua Ha Mashiach. Heretofore, every thing we
know about our Hebrew Messiah has come down to us
through the Greek filter of a different language, culture
and thought. The history of The Hebrew Gospels is
the story of the war between the Sons of Zion vs Sons
of Greece. This is the untold story of their survival!
Reader Reviews of Sons of Zion vs Sons of Greece:
My mind has been continuously blown/thrilled by what I’ve read and I have no doubts it will be blown many
more times before this final chapter is complete! There is such a beautiful mixture of historical/scientific fact
& incredible spiritual revelation in this book! Yehovah bless you for writing this and sharing this information,
and bless the writing of Volume 2! Knowing the history of the early church, the history of the Messianic
believers is something everyone who follows Yeshua needs to know!
Logan
I purchased this book and left a five star review! I'm 2/3s of the way thru it and found it hard to put down.
The review was tough to do as there is so much good info, it was hard to describe to the public. A great
"Hebrew Roots Primer" or a "Messianic Church Foundational Basics.” Your book is truly many things covering cutting edge material for today’s Hebraic Messianic Church. I can not imagine the hours of research and
effort you put into this book. I can say well done!
Eric
Truth is being made flesh. You are giving me a greater understanding of my roots, a case of lost or mistaken
identity. I am excited & can hardly wait for your second volume! Douglas

Impressive and thought provoking. A confluence of significant biblical issues. Your work and investment to
produce this is appreciated. He is Risen!
Ed
I have found your new book extraordinary, amazing & thoroughly scholarly. It has "blown me away"!!! Paul
The author, by the Grace of God, has produced a valuable work for believers and non believers alike in these
end times and has revealed a rare commodity by todays standards, THE TRUTH. Do not think that this book is
a boring, dry, "Religious" dissertation- it is not. It is a fascinating read! Arik
You know how a veil can drop, and one can see something in a whole new way, while wondering how it had
been there all along and be unseen - the way you explained the reality and impact
of the alphabet being given to humanity at Horeb. Henry

Raises the standard for research. Edward

Go to writingofgod.com
for these short video clips of Dr. Jones
Media interviews & public presentations:
Inscriptions from Sinai
YHVH Stone aka Moses Stone
Announcement of Discovery
Joseph - The Egyptian Record
Abraham at Sinai
The Al-Bid Survey of Mount Sinai
Timeline of the Exodus:
Part 1 -The Biblical Chronology
Part 2 - Ramesses Exodus Theory
Part 3 - Moses and the Exodus
Reader Reviews of The Writing of God: (taken from Amazon reviews)
This book was truly a life-changer and a tremendous faith strengthener for me! The information presented in, “The Writing of God,” is SO critically important, so absolutely essential for all people who follow and believe in God to know, and
also for those in unbelief to know, that this book is a MUST READ for everyone!!! Dr. Jones systemically presents solid,
concrete, and irrefutable evidence from the realms of archeology, history, science, and linguistics demonstrating the
overwhelming historical veracity of the Bible and events in the Bible, including but not limited to: the events of Joseph’s
life, the Exodus, and Joshua’s Conquest of Canaan. This amazing evidence is highlighted by David Rohl’s New Chronology, which, as one reads this book, will discover is the true chronology of ancient history, disproving, debunking, and
exposing the many fatal errors of the Orthodox Chronology, through extensive and scientifically undeniable means.
Kierra
Oh, my ... I am still reeling in the delightful head-rush of filling up on information so artfully presented in this book I just
finished! Of all the books I have read on archaeology, ancient history and linguistics, this has been the most interesting
and readable. The accounts of people groups and their languages race across the pages in words that paint those mental pictures that cause memory to kick in. The author has an incredible ability to convey his vast knowledge in a way that
is easy to comprehend. The first alef bet (Hebrew), or alphabet in English is a turning point in both spiritual understanding, development of knowledge and science, and in education. It is a treasured miracle that God gave along with the
commands written with those letters, that brought a flood of morality as well as the mode of information preservation and
transporting. Dr. Jones documents this set of letters from their earliest form as they become the backbone of literacy.
The author is also an authority on education and has a chapter on that subject that every parent and teacher should
read . I highly recommend this book!
Dolores
Superb book! I can only echo the outstanding reviews above. The book was enlightening and gave me greater
knowledge of the Scriptures and definitely broaden my perspectives. Just when you think you have in your grasp an
understanding of a passage Dr. Jones opens up a whole new door to enter. Exciting book!
RLO
Wild Ride: A Pleasure To Read! Wonderful and insightful! Honest, tactful, and very considerate to opposing arguments
and other conflicting information that has been gathered over the ages. A treat to read if you’re into ancient history in the
Levant. I studied it as an undergrad at Columbia U. Doctor Jones gives a thoroughly comprehensive, and exceptionally
persuasive argument to the background and history of when and where the first phonetic writing system came. For the
sake of brevity; I’ll just say that his argument is persuasive because — well— he actually traces the writing systems back
to an original script at a certain time, a certain place, a certain people, and a certain language.
All the while inviting scepticism along the way. Delta
A Book that delivers! The book is informative, up to date, accurate and a pleasure to read. I would highly recommend
this book to everyone interested in the bible. This is one of those rare books that actually delivers on its promises!
Arik

